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 Socioeconomic Status  Race/Ethnicity 

Bill Impacts: 

☒ Economic ☐ Health ☐ Public Safety   

☐ Employment  ☐ Education   

The bill reduces the income tax rate from 4.40 percent to 3.50 percent, thereby 
increasing incomes through tax savings.  The bill is expected to impact economic 
disparities.  Its impact varies across taxpayer incomes, where many low-income 
taxpayers who do not have a tax liability under current law will be unaffected, some 
taxpayers with lower income tax liabilities may experience less tax savings when the 
state is in a TABOR surplus situation, and those with higher income taxpayers will 
experience tax savings. 

Report Status: The demographic note reflects the introduced bill.   

 

 

Demographic Impact Summary 

This demographic note1 analyzes potential impacts of HB 23-1063 on disparities in economic outcomes 

based on available data, including by socioeconomic status as measured by income, race, and 

ethnicity.2   

 

This bill may increase existing income disparities by providing larger tax savings for those with higher 

incomes, both in absolute amounts and proportionally to income.  Individuals who are not required 

to file income taxes because they have insufficient incomes and those without an income tax liability 

due the structure of the federal and state income tax code (e.g., deductions and tax credits) will be 

unaffected by the change in income tax liability under the bill.  Higher income earners, who tend to 

have a higher income tax liability, are more likely to experience income increases from tax savings 

under HB 23-1063.  Additionally, the income tax rate reduction under the bill results in higher 

                                                      
1Pursuant to Section 2-2-322.5, C.R.S., this demographic note uses available data to outline the potential impacts of proposed 

legislation on disparities within the state.  Disparities are defined by statute as the difference in economic, employment, health, 
education, or public safety outcomes between the state population as a whole and subgroups of the population, as defined by 
socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, geography, or any other relevant characteristic 
for which data are available.  It is beyond the scope of this analysis to examine each of the varied causes contributing to a given 
disparity.  For further information on the contents of demographic notes, see “Demographic Notes Overview” Memorandum available 
at https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/committees/demographic_note_overview_memo.pdf.  
2 Terminology used to distinguish demographic groups (e.g., black/African American, Hispanic or Latina/Latino) is based on the 
terminology used in the data sources referenced.  These terms may differ from the self-identification of these populations.   

https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/committees/demographic_note_overview_memo.pdf
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taxpayer savings for higher income earners and lower savings for lower income earners than the 

savings that would result under the current six-tier sales tax TABOR refund that would otherwise be 

expected under current law and the December 2022 Legislative Council Staff forecast.   Demographic 

data suggest that higher-income households are more likely to be white and non-Hispanic.  

 

The ultimate impact of the bill on economic outcomes will depend on the several factors that are 

unknown at this time, including individual decisions made by taxpayers and businesses, the amount 

of the TABOR surplus in future years, and budgetary tradeoffs when the state is not in a TABOR 

surplus situation. 

 

 

Legislative Background 

Income tax.  Colorado has a single or “flat” income tax rate applied universally across all income 

brackets.  The flat tax rate was initially set at 5 percent for individuals and corporations in 1987, and 

subsequently reduced to 4.75 percent in 1999, to 4.63 percent in 2000, to 4.55 percent in 2020, and to 

4.40 percent in 2022.   

 

 

Key Provisions and Demographic Comparisons 

Beginning in tax year 2024, HB 23-1063 reduces the state income tax rate from 4.40 percent to 

3.50 percent.  The rate reduction applies to taxable income earned by both individuals and 

corporations.  The following analysis presents the demographic considerations raised by the bill and, 

where data are available, compares the populations affected by the bill to the statewide population 

across different demographic groups.  Pursuant to statute and based on available data on 

demographic differences between affected and statewide comparison populations, this analysis 

identifies potential effects of the bill on existing disparities.   

 

Colorado Tax Savings by Family Money Income 

Table 1 shows estimates for characteristics of Colorado’s taxpayer population and taxpayer savings 

under HB 23-1063 by family money income (FMI) and by adjusted gross income (AGI) for full-year 

Colorado residents in 2019, the most recent year for which data are available.  FMI aims to capture all 

income available to Colorado households and includes taxable and nontaxable income as well as 

transfer payments.  Negative FMI is associated with self-employment, investment losses, and other 

losses.  See Appendix A for taxpayer characteristics and savings by adjusted gross income and 

Colorado taxable income.   

 

Taxpayers with no change in income tax liability under HB 23-1063.  The data in Table 1 do not 

include those who do not file tax returns because their income is too low.  In addition, some 

households may file taxes, but have no Colorado income tax liability.  For example, taxpayers whose 

federal adjusted gross income in 2019 was less than the federal standard deduction of $24,400 for 

married couples filing jointly, or $12,200 for single taxpayers, would be unlikely to have any state 

income tax liability and therefore are unlikely to have any income tax savings under the bill.  

Taxpayers ages 65 and over have an additional standard deduction of $1,300.  As shown in Table 1, 

average Colorado taxable income is negative for family incomes up to $15,000.  This indicates that 

many taxpayers in these income brackets had zero income tax liability because their deductions 

exceeded their federal taxable income.  These two groups of taxpayers, those who do not file returns 
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and those with insufficient taxable income, will generally not be impacted by the reduction in income 

tax liability due to HB 23-1063.  They may be impacted by changes in the six-tier sales tax TABOR 

refund discussed below.   

 

Changes in individual income tax liability under HB 23-1063.  Reflecting the current distribution of 

FMI, taxpayers with a higher FMI will have a higher average savings under HB 23-1063.  Taxpayers 

with an FMI of $200,000 or more will save an estimated average of $3,554 per year, while those with 

an FMI of $0 to $15,000 will save an average of $49 per year.  The average taxpayer will save $597.  

Those in lower income groups have a lower estimated savings in dollar amount and as a share of FMI, 

which, as shown in Table 1, is higher for higher income groups.   

 

Changes in corporate tax liability under HB 23-1063.  The demographic composition of affected 

corporations and their employees cannot be determined based on available data and because impacts 

depend on business decisions that are unknown.  For example, corporations may pass cost savings on 

to consumers, but the demographics of those consumers are unknown.  

 

Recent tax policy changes.  Table 1 reflects data for tax year 2019, adjusted for Proposition 121, which 

lowered the state income tax rate to 4.40 percent starting in tax year 2022, but is not adjusted for other 

income tax policy changes due to data constraints.  Since 2019, state and federal income taxes have 

undergone significant changes that will impact the amount of taxes paid.  Notable federal policy 

changes include the federal CARES Act, which provided temporary tax relief to taxpayers across the 

income distribution.  Notable state-level policy changes include those under HB 21-1311, which 

enacted a state child tax credit and expanded the state earned income tax credit.  Both credits are 

refundable.  These changes generally result in lower taxes for those with an adjusted gross income of 

less than $85,000 for joint filers and $75,000 for single filers.  HB 21-1311 made several other income 

tax policy changes that impact taxpayers across the income distribution.  For example, the bill altered 

the cap on the pension and annuity deduction so that all federally taxed social security income is 

deductible in Colorado, in addition to the first $24,000 of pension and annuity income for those ages 

65 and over.  On net, recent federal and state tax policy changes likely eliminated the tax liabilities for 

many lower-income taxpayers, and reduced the tax liabilities for most but not all taxpayers across the 

income distribution, reducing the potential savings for these taxpayers under HB 23-1063 relative to 

what the 2019 data may suggest.    
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Table 1 

Taxpayer Population and Estimated Savings Under HB 23-1063 by Family Money Income, 
Tax Year 2019* 

Source:  Colorado Department of Revenue, Office of Research and Analysis and LCS calculations. Full year residents 
only. 
*Estimates based on data from the 2019 tax year, adjusted for Proposition 121, which lowered the income tax rate to 
4.40 percent starting in tax year 2022, but does not account for other tax policy changes enacted in subsequent years. 
 

Demographics of Colorado Households by Income 

Income is often correlated with other demographic characteristics, as shown in Figure 1, which 

compares the racial and ethnic composition of populations living in households by family income 

bands with the statewide population as a whole.   

 

The data suggest that compared to the statewide population, Coloradans who are Hispanic/Latinx 

and black/African American, of another non-white race, or multiracial are more likely to be living in 

lower income households while those who are non-Hispanic or white are more likely to be living in 

higher income households.  For example, while Hispanic/Latinx individuals constitute 21.8 percent of 

the statewide population, they constitute 29.7 percent of those with a family income of $0 to $29,999 

and 9.9 percent of those with a family income of $100,000 or more.  

 
  

Taxpayer Population Estimated Changes Under HB 23-1063* 

Family Money 
Income (FMI) 

Taxpayer 
Population 

Average 
Colorado 
Taxable 
Income 

Share of 
Taxpayers 

Share 
of FMI 

 Estimated 
Colorado 

Gross Tax 
at 4.4%  

Average 
Taxpayer 
Savings 

Under HB 
23-1063 

Share of 
Taxpayer 
Savings/ 

Gross 
Colorado 

Tax 

Average 
Taxpayer 
Savings 

as a 
Share of 

FMI 

Negative Income 14,838 ($149,276) 0.6%   $193  $49  0.1%  
$0 to $15,000 227,899 ($5,023) 9.4% 0.9% $86 $23  0.4% 0.26% 

$15,000 to $29,999 417,001 $4,114  17.3% 4.1% $244 $63  1.8% 0.28% 

$30,000 to $39,999 280,169 $14,446  11.6% 4.2% $580  $149  2.9% 0.43% 

$40,000 to $49,999 245,856 $22,703  10.2% 4.7% $859  $221  3.8% 0.49% 

$50,000 to $69,999 333,159 $34,383  13.8% 8.6% $1,265  $326  7.5% 0.55% 

$70,000 to $99,999 308,080 $54,359  12.8% 11.1% $1,937  $498  10.7% 0.60% 

$100,000 to $149,999 267,165 $86,938  11.1% 14.1% $3,072  $790  14.6% 0.65% 

$150,000 to $199,999 123,657 $130,209  5.1% 9.2% $4,594  $1,181  10.1% 0.69% 

$200,000 and more 195,243 $391,316  8.1% 43.1% $13,819  $3,554  48.1% 0.70% 

TOTAL 2,413,067  $62,956 100.0% 100.0% $2,322  $597  100.0% 0.63% 
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Figure 1 

Colorado Population Comparisons 
Share of Total Population by Race/Ethnicity Across Incomes 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates, 2019. 
* Other races include Asian, American Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, other Pacific Islander, or some other 
race alone. 
 

 

Analysis and Findings 

The bill is expected to increase after-tax income for many households who file tax returns and have a 

Colorado state income tax liability.  Many low-income taxpayers without a tax liability will be 

unaffected by the change in state income tax liability, but may have reduced refunds via the six-tier 

sales tax TABOR refund mechanism.  Lower-income taxpayers with a liability may owe more relative 

to current law when the state experiences a TABOR refund.  Higher income taxpayers are expected to 

experience higher savings under the bill relative to current law.   

 

Based on a comparison between the statewide and affected populations, the analysis suggests that the 

bill may increase existing economic disparities by socioeconomic status, race, and ethnicity.  

Demographic characteristics of Colorado households by FMI suggest that individuals living in 

lower-income households are more likely than the statewide population to be black or African 

American, multiracial or of a race other than white, and Hispanic, and those living in higher income 

households are more likely to be white or non-Hispanic.  To the extent that the bill alters taxpayer 

behavior, there may be additional impacts that cannot be known at this time. 

 

Impact of the bill on TABOR refunds and taxpayer savings.  Under current law and the 

December 2022 Legislative Council Staff forecast, the bill is expected to reduce the amount of TABOR 

refunds to taxpayers in each year from FY 2023-24 through FY 2024-25.  TABOR refunds are 

distributed to taxpayers based on refund mechanisms set in state statute.  Based on the fiscal note, the 

bill is expected to reduce the amount refunded via the six-tier sales tax refund mechanism in tax years 

2024 and 2025.  As shown in Table 2, relative to the six-tier refund mechanism under current law, the 
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income tax rate reduction is expected to result in higher taxpayer savings for those with higher 

incomes and increase net tax liability for those with lower incomes.  For example, single filers with 

incomes of $52,000 or below are estimated to receive an average $85 benefit from the reduced tax rate 

in tax year 2024, but to experience a $249 reduction in their TABOR refund.  As a result, these filers 

will pay a net $164 more in tax under the bill than under current law.  For single filers with incomes 

greater than $289,000, the rate reduction will cut tax liability by an average of $4,780, more-than-

offsetting a $785 reduction in their TABOR refund by $3,995 on net.  For estimated impacts for tax 

year 2025, see Appendix B.   

 
Table 3 

Estimated TABOR Refunds and Taxpayer Savings Under HB 23-1063, Tax Year 2024 

Source: Legislative Council Staff calculations based on the December 2022 Legislative Council Staff forecast, the fiscal 
note for HB 23-1063, and Department of Revenue income tax data for tax year 2018. 
*Six-tier sales tax refund amounts are identical for taxpayers in each AGI tier and adjusted gross income bands and based 
on the six tiers set in statute. 

 

In years when the state does not experience a TABOR surplus, taxpayer savings will depend on the 

taxpayer’s income tax liability and impacts are expected to follow a similar distribution as those 

shown in Table 1.   

 

Budgetary tradeoffs. For future years in which the state does not collect revenue above the TABOR 

limit, the bill will reduce money available for the state budget.  To the extent that this results in a 

reduction in state services, some demographics may be disproportionately impacted.   

 

Dynamic impacts.  This bill may result in dynamic economic impacts, which may offset the static 

impacts identified in this demographic note for some populations or may exacerbate the impacts 

identified.  A bill’s dynamic impacts include its downstream effects throughout the economy and can 

take several years to fully materialize.  A reduced state income tax rate may stimulate economic 

activity that generates additional tax revenues and additional incomes for individuals and businesses.  

For example, a reduction in the state income tax rate results in lower tax liability for affected taxpayers.  

With higher post-tax income, these individuals may spend more on goods and services, increasing 

income to certain businesses.  Corporations may invest tax savings on research and development or 

hire more employees.  A reduced TABOR refund via the six-tier sales tax mechanism may have 

offsetting impacts for lower income taxpayers, who have a higher propensity to spend.   

 

 

Amounts and Changes Under HB 23-1063 
 

 
Adjusted Gross Income 
Bands* 

 
Taxpayer 

Population 

Change in Six-
Tier Sales Tax 
Refunds under 

HB 23-1063* 
 

Average 
Income Tax 

Savings from 
Rate Reduction 

 
Single & Joint 

Filers 

Combined Net Tax 
Savings/(Liability) 
under HB 23-1063 

 
Single 
Filers 

Joint 
Filers 

Single 
Filers 

Joint 
Filers 

up to $52,000 1,247,188  -$249 -$498 $85 -$164 -$413 
$52,001 to $102,000 960,697  -$331 -$662 $371 $40 -$291 

$102,001 to $163,000 621,356  -$381 -$762 $711 $330 -$51 

$163,001 to $225,000 324,076  -$453 -$906 $1,162 $738 $285 

$225,001 to 289,000 154,992  -$488 -$976 $1,588 $1,148 $660 

$289,001 and up 257,019  -$785 -$1,570 $4,780 $3,995 $3,210 
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Demographics Not Analyzed 

Some demographic groups have not been included in the analysis due to data limitations.  Data on 

the relevant populations delineated by sex, gender identity, disability, sexual orientation, and 

geography were not available at the time of the analysis.  Should data become available, this analysis 

may be updated. 

 

 

Data Sources and Agencies Contacted 

Revenue 
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Appendix A 

Taxpayer Population and Estimated Savings Under HB 23-1063 by Adjusted Gross 
Income, Tax Year 2019* 

 
Taxpayer Population 

 
Estimated Changes Under HB 23-1063* 

Adjusted Gross 
Income (AGI) 

Taxpayer 
Population 

Average 
Colorado 
Taxable 
Income 

Share of 
Taxpayers 

Share 
of FMI 

 Estimated 
Colorado 

Gross Tax 
at 3.5% 

Average 
Taxpayer 

Savings 
Under HB 

23-1063 

Share of 
Taxpayer 
Savings/

Gross 
Colorado 

Tax 

Average 
Taxpayer 
Savings 

as a 
Share of 

AGI 

Negative 25,888  ($161,230) 1.1%  $47  $12  0.0%  
$0 to $9,999 182,898  ($8,628) 7.6% 1.0% $27  $7  0.1% 0.14% 

$10,000 to $19,999 242,185  ($1,849) 10.0% 2.1% $65  $16  0.3% 0.11% 

$20,000 to $29,999 265,231  $7,132  11.0% 3.3% $313  $81  1.5% 0.32% 

$30,000 to $39,999 258,461  $16,218  10.7% 4.2% $605  $156  2.8% 0.45% 

$40,000 to $49,999 215,812  $24,695  8.9% 4.4% $891  $229  3.4% 0.51% 

$50,000 to $59,999 177,205  $32,392  7.3% 4.4% $1,159  $298  3.7% 0.54% 

$60,000 to $74,999 208,787  $41,370  8.7% 6.2% $1,475  $379  5.5% 0.57% 

$75,000 to $99,999 246,645  $56,799  10.2% 9.5% $2,000  $514  8.8% 0.59% 

$100,000 to $199,999 409,077  $102,171  17.0% 25.2% $3,579  $920  26.1% 0.67% 

$200,000 to $499,999 148,626  $240,589  6.2% 19.6% $8,423  $2,166  22.3% 0.76% 

$500,000 to $999,999 21,964  $594,800  0.9% 6.8% $20,851  $5,362  8.2% 0.80% 

$1,000,000 and over 10,288  $2,692,331  0.4% 13.8% $94,251  $24,236  17.3% 0.81% 

TOTAL 2,413,067  $62,956  100.0% 100.0% $2,322 $597  100.0% 0.67% 
Source:  Colorado Department of Revenue, Office of Research and Analysis and LCS calculations. Full year residents 
only. 
*Estimates based on data from the 2019 tax year, adjusted for Proposition 121, which lowered the income tax rate to 
4.40 percent starting in tax year 2022, but does not account for other tax policy changes enacted in subsequent years. 
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Appendix B 

Estimated TABOR Refunds and Taxpayer Savings Under HB 23-1063 
Tax Year 2025 

Source:  Legislative Council Staff calculations based on the December 2022 Legislative Council Staff forecast, the fiscal 
note for HB 23-1063, and Department of Revenue income tax data for tax year 2018. 
*Six-tier sales tax refund amounts are identical for taxpayers in each AGI tier and adjusted gross income bands and based 
on the six tiers set in statute. 

 

 

 Amounts and Changes Under HB 23-1063 

 
 
 
 
Adjusted Gross 
Income Bands* 

 
 
 
 

Taxpayer 
Population 

Change in Six-Tier 
Sales Tax Refunds 
under HB 23-1063* 

 

Average Income 
Tax Savings from 
Rate Reduction 

 
 

Single & Joint Filers 

 
Combined Net Tax 
Savings/(Liability) 
under HB 23-1063 

 

Single 
Filers 

Joint 
Filers 

Single 
Filers 

Joint 
Filers 

up to $53,000 1,262,155  -$228 -$456 $178 -$50 -$278 

$53,001 to $105,000 972,226  -$304 -$608 $776 $472 $168 

$105,001 to $167,000 628,813  -$349 -$698 $1,488 $1,139 $790 

$167,001 to $231,000 327,964  -$415 -$830 $2,493 $2,078 $1,663 

$231,001 to $297,000 156,852  -$447 -$894 $3,425 $2,978 $2,531 

$297,001 and more 260,103  -$719 -$1,438 $10,005 $9,286 $8,567 


